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Inkwell

The Award-Winning Voice of Arms trong Atlantic State University

Week of September 7, 2005

Savannah's local
boxing heroes prove
victorious

A passing of an inspiration
Karen Pierce

Staff Writer

Christopher Julian Foster,
the former editor-in-chief of
The Inkwell passed away on
August 25, 2005. When he
attended Armstrong nearly
20 years ago, he was well
liked by numerous faculty,
staff and students. He had
many achievements some
of which included being
the editor-in-chief of The
Inkwell, a CHAOS leader,
and an active tennis player.
Foster also received the
Silver "A" Service Award
in May of 1992 and was se
lected for an internship with
the National Events Division
in Colorado Springs.
Foster's interest in sports
and journalism led him to
The Inkwell where he be
came a staff writer for the
sports page in 1989 and was

later promoted to the posi
tion of sports editor. In
1990, he was the Associate
Editor responsible for the
advertising of The Inkwell.
The next year, he was the
editor-in-chief. Foster be
lieved "[The Inkwell] is a
forum in which students can
voice their opinions forall to
see, and a place where the
students can obtain a factual
reporting of the events that
affect Armstrong." Addi
tionally, Foster decided the
newspaper should beweekly
instead of twice a month.
By the time he graduated,
he had earned himself a
competitive five-month
internship with the Na
tional Events Division of the
United States OlympicCom-

Foster...
Continued on page 2

AASU's Honors
Program thriving
Savannah's " Stormin"Norman defeats "Too Smooth" Cruz.

Collaboration by
Lauren Hunsberger
and Jessica Rice
On September 2, 2005,
Jarrell's Gym hosted the
International Boxing As
sociation World Champion
ship Super Featherweight
Competition atthe Savannah
civic center. The main event
featured Savannah's own
A1 Seeger a.k.a. "The Quiet
Storm" and Mexico City's
Cesar Figueroa.
The match began at 10:90
p.m., and everyonein the Civ
ic Center stood and cheered
for the fighters as they made
their way into the ring. The
boxer's, equally weighted
at one hundred twenty-two
pounds, kept the 3,500 box

ing fans on their feet out of
anticipation for most of the
match. Both fighters landed
devastating blows, but itwas
Seeger who eventually began
to dominate with quick jabs
leading to fierce and cata
clysmic combinations.
Finally after eight merciless
and brutal rounds, Figueroa
was unable to come out for
another round, and Seeger
claimed the Super Feather
weight Championship title
by way of tec hnical knock
out (TKO).
The main eventwas not the
only exciting match fought,
nor was Seeger Savannah's
only hero. Earlier in the
night, weighing in at one
hundred and sixty nine
pounds, California's Chris
tian "Too Smooth" Cruz

faced off with one hundred
and sixty eight pound Sa
vannah native "Stormin"
Norman Jones. Jones
dominated most of the
match and was declared
the winner by unanimous
decision.
Joe Davis, yet another Sa
vannah local, took on North
Carolina's Johnny CortezAlverez in the lightweight
match. After what seemed
like a pretty even five-round
match, Naomi, a Savannah
local andboxing enthusiast
commented, "I don't know
who is going to win, they
are both pretty feisty."

boxing...
Continued on page 5 \

Freshman Learning
Communities
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In Wednesday's meeting,
Honors Program President,
Chris Shirley, and officers
The Honors Program, discussed with members
now consisting of more details of community service
than 200 students, had its activities, social gatherings
first meeting on Wed. Aug. and officer election issues.
31, 2005. The meeting was The Honors Program is cur
an important one—it was rently operating under its
the first meeting held this
2004-2005 officers, which
fall under the advisement include Shirley (president),
of new Co-directors Nancy Beth Hartenbower (officerof
Remler, associate professor communications), Brittany
of English, and Jonathan Holman (officer of student
Roberts, assistant professor involvement), and Chris
of Psychology. Remler and McCormick (officer of com
Roberts assumed roles as
co-directors of the Honors munity service). Students in
program in July, succeeding the Honors Program plan to
the late Dr. Jill Miller. Un
der the newco-directors, the Honors...
number of students in the Continued on page 2
program has significantly
increased.

Jessica Martinez

Staff Writer

Pirates Defeat Harding

Michael Sullivan
Comes to AASU
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Campus News

Armstrong Atlantic
University Calendar of
Events
September
7

12:00p.m. - 1:30p.m. - Hudson Math & CS
Colloquium
University Hall RM 158
12:00p.m. - 1:30p.m. - Microsoft Word Workshop
Science Bldg 134
12:00p.m. - 1:00p.m. - Reasons For Leaving in
concert
Cafeteria
1:00p.m. - 3:00p.m. - Graduate Curriculum
Committee
Graduate Studies Conf. Room V219
7:30p.m. - 10:00p.m. - Anime Club
Science Center RM 1503B
8 Curriculum Inventory Report due to Registrar.
7:20p.m. - 9:00p.m. - Zeta Phi Beta
University Dining Room
7:30p.m. - 10:00p.m.
Anime Club Meeting
Science Center RM 1503B
7:30p.m. - 9:30p.m. - Reasons for Leaving
in concert!Compass Point Lawn Rain Location: Fine Arts
Auditorium
9 Mid-term for Session 2.
12:00p.m. - 1:20p.m. - Organization Presidents
Council Meeting
University Dining Room
12:00p.m. - 1:00p.m. - College Republicans Meeting
University Hall RM 157
4:00p.m. - 6:00p.m. - AASU Soccer at Saint Leo
10 8:00a.m. - 5:00p.m. - Complementary/Alternative
Modalities
University Hall RM 156
10:00p.m. - Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity
Cafeteria
11 1:00p.m. - 3:00p.m. - AASU Soccer at Rollins
12 12:00p.m. - 1:30p.m. - Executive Meeting
University Hall RM 282
12:00p.m. - 1:20p.m. - Wesley Fellowship Luncheon
University Hall RM 157
12:00p.m. - 1:20p.m. - Student Government
Association Meeting
University Hall RM 158
7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m. - Delta Week Greek Forum
University Hall RM 157
13 2:30p.m. - 4:00p.m. - Graduate Council Meeting
University Hall RM 282
4:00p.m. - 6:00p.m. -CUB presents Leadership
Speaker
University Hall RM 156

Foster...

Honors...

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

elect an interim vice president until
the 2005-2006 elections are held.
Candidates for interim vice presi
dent include Carmen Cobb, Sarah
Beth Link and Chris McCormick.
The Honors Program is very ac
tive both on campus and in the
community. Students in the pro
gram adopt a local community
service project every semester. In
the past, the Honors Program has
been involved with organizations
such as the Hope House here in
Savannah. However, with the sud
den devastation of New Orleans and
the Gulf Coast by Hurricane Katrina,
students discussed raising funds for
the hurricane relief effort. Various
fundraising activities, including
a carwash and class donations,
were explored. Leaders of both the
French Club and the Physics Club
have already stated interest in the
fundraising project and are eager to
work with the Honors Program to
help raise money for the thousands
of people left homeless in the wake
of Hurricane Katrina. McCormick,
officer of community service for the
Honors Program, expressed his
interest and was thrilled with the
thought of working with other clubs
on campus. Plans are currently un
derway to organize the fundraising
events. To learn more about the
Honors Program visit their office in
Solms Hall, room 101 or online at
www.honors.armstrong.edu.

mittee at the U.S. Olympic Training
Center in Colorado Springs. During
that time, he helped to organize the
U.S. Olympic Sports Festival, which
is the largest event staged by th e
U.S. Olympic Committee. He was
involved in the planning for the
Olympic Congress that was held in
New York in October of 2003.
Al Harris, who works in Student
Activities, knew Foster personally as
a student. Harris said, "Chris would
always do whatever it took to get that
newspaper out... Armstronghas had
a lot of great editors over the years
but he was one of the best. Hemade
a positive effect on those whogot to
know him personally as well as the
readers he never met. Chris knew
the true value of friends and that
the best way to have one was to be
one."
Foster impacted many lives
throughout his life. People heknew
called him, "incredibly smart... great
sense of humor... very kind and
sweet person... heartfelt..."
The funeral was held at Hodgson
Chapel at 10:00 am Monday, Au
gust 29, 2005 in St. James Catholic
Church. In lieu offlowers, the family
requested that memorial contribu
tions be made to The Humane Soci
ety of Chatham County or another
animal welfare organization.

HIDE YOUR TALENTS!
Don't worry . .
They'll go away eventually.
Submit your poems, short fiction, and art to
Calliope,
AASU=s literary arts magazine.
To submit:
1. Pick up a submission form in front of the
Writing Center, or
2. Send your work to aasu calliope@hr)tmail.coiTh
Please make the subject of your email Submission.

Campus News

AASU
Department
of
Radiologic
Sciences
recieves
$450,000 in
equipment

Lisa Horn

Staff Writer

Armstrong Atlantic State
University's Department of Radiologic
Sciences recently acquired state of
the art radiation therapy equipment
through a $450,000 grant from the
Curtis and Elizabeth Anderson
Cancer Institute (ACI) staff at
Memorial Health University
Medical Center. Students will be
able to learn technology identical
to treatment systems currently being
utilized by renowned cancer centers
throughout southeast Georgia and
South Carolina.
According to Dr. Nasser
Maleki, Director of Medical Physics
at ACI, Armstrong students will be
using the exact same equipment
they use at the Cancer Institute to
assess treatment options for their
patients. When the students do
their rotations through the ACIthey
will have already beenexposed to the
latest concepts and technology and
be ready to apply their newly gained
knowledge.
The
Department
of
Radiologic Sciences includes
Radiologic Technology - a
comprehensive term that is applied
to the science of administering
radiation and other forms of
energy, such as ultrasounds and
magnetism, to provide information
for the diagnosis and treatment of
disease and injuries. Radiation
therapy is the use of high energy Xrays to treat cancer.These X-rays are
therapeutic, meaning they are not
the same as a normal X-ray that is
used to view your bones. Radiation
therapy damages cancerous tumor
cells and canhelp prevent them from
dividing. The goal is to slow or stop
the growth of t he tumor. In many
cases, radiation completely destroys
the tumor. The use ofthis therapy is
a precise, highly specialized field.
With the addition of these
systems on campus, radiation
therapy students will be able to
learn real world treatment scenarios.
This familiarity will assist them in
choosing appropriate treatment
planning practices as well as acquir
e
the advanced skills required to
properly calculate dosages for
patient treatments and set up
the actual treatment parameters.
Radiation therapy is ever evolving
technology and this new system is
upgradable to keep up with current
research.

SGA weekly update

Sally Six

dents to come together and discuss
their school constitution, where they
stand on important issues, and what
Food and goals were the topics on to focus on in the future.
SGA also voted to provide refresh
the table at the Student Governm
ent
Association met on Mon. Aug. 29, ments for the Organization Presi
in UH 158. Senators voted to sup dents Council Meeting on Septem
ply food for Constitution Day on ber 9 in the UniversityDining room.
Friday September 16. Organized by During this time, the Presidents of
the Political Science Department, all organizations on campus join to
Constitution Day is a time for stu discuss what is happening in their

StaffWriter

organizations.
A1 Harris presented officers and
senators with an Objective and Task
survey. The survey listed every con
cern that the senators haveshared so
far during their terms. Surveyswere
completed and returned during the
meeting. Results of t he survey will
show senators which goals and ob
jectives to focus on throughout the
2005-2006 school year.

Freshman Learning Communities give
students opportunities
Ashleigh Johnson
StaffWriter

Many students enrolled in
Armstrong Atlantic State University
are part of Freshman Learning Com
munities (FLCs). FLCs are designed
to give students opportunities to
make important academic andsocial
connections to the campus that will
significantly improve their chances
of success in college. They are de
signed to aid inthe transition period
and to helpstudents adjust tocollege
life. Students, who chooseto partici
pate in a FLC, are enrolled in two or
three freshman level courses with a
group of o ther freshmen. A group
of a pproximately 25 first semester
students are enrolled in the pre-selected coursestogether. They quickly
get to know each other, making it
easier to makesome new friends and
easier to get involved on campus.
There are eight different
learning communities to choose
from, which are designed to ac
commodate a variety of student
needs and interests. They all have
different students in mind, allow
ing Armstrong to help students in
all fields of s tudy, even those who
are undecided in their major. The
intent of this program is to get stu
dents more involved and to teach
them vital study habits and basic
concepts needed for their success
throughout college.One of th e ma
jor benefits of FLCs is the advantage
of having the same group of people
in all of the student's major classes.
This allows students to get to know
a group of approximately 25 fellow
students and to become friends with
them. Thus, the student does not feel
as isolated their first year at AASU.
"I think Learning Communities are
a good thing. They help you get to
know people and it's nice to know
that I will know at least one person
in every single one of my classes,"
says Becky Richards, a secondary
education major here at AASU.
One reason many students
probably enjoy the FLCs is because
they are designed, to be similar to
the structure of many high schools
in today's society. DanielleScudder,
a freshman at AASU said, "It's just

like being back in high school, you
are in a bunch of classes with the
same group of people and if you
don't get along with some of them,
tough you have to deal with it. The
structure of th e system is just like
that of a typical high school."
While there are a fewthings
that students do not like about the
FLCs, mainly the similarity to high
school, the benefits outweigh the
inconveniences. Students who par
ticipate in the FLCs have an advan
tage over those whodo not.They are
given the opportunity andthe means

to makea close knit group offriends
who have a lot of the same classes
together, enabling them to study
together and better prepare for the
rest of t heir college career. "FLCs
are worth it, because they give you
a chance tomake lifelong friends in
college," said Keith Bevoil, a sopho
more and Criminal Justice major
at AASU. The Freshman Learning
Communities are an easy way to
get you feet on the ground and to
get your roots planted in the dirt for
the following years of college.

ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC
STATE UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, September 14
10:30 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.
In the Bloodmobile
(Parking in Memorial College Center Lawn)

URGENT NEED!.'!

+

American
Red Cross

Together, we can save a life
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Sports

AASU defeats
the Buccaneers
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

Shana Neves was the first
to sign and thefirst to score,
as the women's soccer team
of Armstrong Atlantic State
University defeated the
2002 National Champion
Buccaneers of Christian
Brothers University 6-2,
in Carrollton, Ga. Saturday
afternoon.
Christian Brothers and
Armstrong Atlantic battled
it out pretty evenly until the
33rd min of the game when
freshman Shana Neves got
the ball inside the eighteen,
and chipped a shot over
the keeper's head to put
Armstrong up 1-0.
With about three minutes
left in the first half, fresh
man Aubrie Roberts played
a through ball to Scotland
native, Claire McCombe
that left her wide open to
beat keeper Danielle Sines,
notching Armstrong ahead
by two.
Shortly after the start of
the second half, sophomore
Emily Latner, in an aggres
sive defensive stand, headed
a wayward shot past her
teammate Tarra Kohler,
in goal. Recording the first
ever own goal in the his
tory of women's soccer at
Armstrong, and putting
the Buccaneers on the score
board, 2-1.
Freshman Lyndsi Stricklen soon crushed the Buc
caneers hopes of coming
back with a high lofted
ball over the arms of Chris
tian Brother's sophomore

keeper, Sarah Plummer.
The momentum shifted
Armstrong's way as they
were ahead 3-1.
Aubrie Roberts, the Savan
nah native scored the next
two goals for Armstrong.
The first one coming from
Roberts' thunderous foot
outside the eighteen and
the second coming off an
assist from freshman Ashley
Brown, putting the Pirates
even further ahead, 5-1.
Armstrong continued to
control the ball in front of
the Buccaneers' goal and it
paid off, when Armstrong
captain Donna Cheyne put
the Pirates up 6-1with a goal
from an Aubrie Roberts as
sisted pass.
Christian Brothers an
swered back with a goal.
Cara O'Hern dribbled her
way into an open space
to make a beautiful pass
through to teammate Ciara
McGuinness who knocked
the ball past Armstrong's
freshman keeper, Lisa
Gray. "I was really pleased
with our performance and
it's nice to get our first win
of t he season." Coach Eric
Faulconer said "We played
with a lot more intensity
then we did on Thursday
both on the offensive and
defensive ends. I told the
team that we have been
generating a lot of good of
fensive chances and that in
time the goals would come,
and today that happened."
The Pirates willnext battle it |
out on the road against Pres-i
byterian College on August j
30, with a kickoff time of 7: |
oop.m.

AASU drops five-game
match to Winona State
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

The No. 21-ranked
Armstrong Atlantic State
volleyball squad couldn't
hold a two-games to one
lead for the second time in
a week, falling to Winona
State in five games late
Thursday night in its open
ing match of the 2005 Lewis
University Flyer Festival in
Romeoville, 111.
The Pirates, who came
into this season 14-2 in five-

game matches, are now 0-2
in those contests in 2005.
AASU wo n the first game,
30-15, and after Winona
State won the second game,
30-16, the Pirates went up
two games to one with a 3026 victory. Butthe Warriors
closed out the match with
wins in the final two games,
30-24 and 15-9, to improve
to 5-1 on the season. With
the loss, AASU falls to 3-3.

AASU 2005 Volleyball Schedule
Aug. 26-27 at 2005 St. Mary's (San Antonio, Texas)
Aug. 26 vs. Western State -12:30 p.pi.
vs. Harding - 5:30 P«mAug. 27 vs. Ashland - 10:00 a.m.
at St. Mary's (Texas) - 3:00 p.m.
Aug. 30 vs. Flagler - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 1-3 at 2005 Lewis U. Flyer Invitational (Romeoville, 111.)
Sept. 1 vs. Winona State - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 2 vs. Saginaw Valley State - 3:00 p.m.
vs. Wisconsin-Parkside 5:00 p.m.
Sept. 3 at Lewis - 1:00 p.m.
Sept. 9-10 2005 AASU/Chatham Orthopaedic Volleyball Classic
Sept. 9 vs. Catawba - 1:00 p.m.
vs. Florida Southern - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 10 vs. Lenoir-Rhyne - 1:00 p.m.
vs. Puerto Rico-Rio Pedras - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 13 at Valdosta State - 6:00 p.m.
Sept. 17-18 2005 AASU Volleyball Clash
Sept. 17 vs. West Virginia Wesleyan -11:00 a.m.
vs. Tampa - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 18 vs. West Georgia - 2:00 p.m.
Sept. 23 vs.Francis Marion - 7:00 p.m.
Sept. 24 vs. UNC Pembroke - 4:00 p.m.
Sept. 30 vs. USC Aiken - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 1

vs.Augusta State - 4:00 p.m.

Oct. 7 at Lander - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 8 at USC Upstate - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 14 at Barry - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 15 at Florida Tech (@ Brevard CC) - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 17 at Tampa - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 21 at Francis Marion - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 22 at UNC Pembroke - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 25 at Florida Southern - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 28 at Augusta State -7:00 p.m.
Oct. 29 at USC Aiken - 2:00 p.m.
Nov. 4 vs. USC Upstate - 6:00 p.m.
Nov. 5 vs. Lander - 4:00 p.m.
Nov. 11-12 2005 Peach Belt Conference Championships (Augusta, Ga.)
Nov. 17-19 at NCAA Division II South Regional (Site TBA)
Dec. 1-3 at NCAA DII Elite Eight (Site TBA)

warn

Sports
No. 21 Pirates defeat Harding, go 2-0
in season opening action
Chad Jackson
Special to The Inkwell

The Armstrong Atlantic State
volleyball squad opened the 2005
season successfully with two wins
at the St. Mary's Invitational in San
Antonio, TX. The No. 21-ranked
Pirates defeated Western State, 3023, 30-17, 30-24, in the day's first
match, then knocked off Harding,
30-27,30-28,30-26, in the nightcap
to begin the year 2-0.
The Pirates got a balanced attack
in game number one as sophomore
Rindy Vidovich led the waywith nine
kills and a .333 hitting percentage.
Newcomers Leah Schmiedge and
Adriana Miller each chipped in six
kills, while junior setter Stacy Yates
recorded 16 assists and a team-

boxing...

Continued from page 1
Although the matched seemed bal
anced, Alvarez was declared the vic
tor by unanimous decision.
This is one of the first major title
fights to be held in Savannah and it
was a total success. "Mike Jarrell
(owner of J arrell's Gym) is doing
a great job of bringing boxing to

ftESSS
"

Together, we can save a life

high seven service aces. As a team,
the Pirates notched 14 aces to go
along with their 8 team blocks and
34 kills.
In the second game, the Pirates
hit an impressive .328 as ateam and
blocked 15 balls. Two-time All-PBC
middle hitter Traci Knuth collected
16 kills with just one error for a .556
hitting percentage. Vidovich added
11 kills while Schmiedge added
eight kills and nine blocks. Marga
ret Thornton tallied 28 assists and
Yates added 21 assists and 13 digs.
AASU concludes action in the St.
Mary's Invitational with twomatch
es on Saturday. The Pirates take on
No. 25 Ashland at 10:00 a.m., then
close with a 3:00 p.m. match against
St. Mary's.

We're Hiring
Do you love to write? Do you
want to get p§ii|? Get paid to
kf»{

The Inkwell is currently
hiring writers and a
SportsEditor.

Contact thg Inkwell for
more information at
inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu

Savannah," Tim Taylor, a relative
of the Jarrell family said Friday
night. "Mike's got fighting in his
blood." Fans were so pleased by the
event, they were begging for similar
matches to be brought to Savannah,
Gary Whitehead, an avid boxing fan,
said, "It isabout time something like
this cameto Savannah. Hopefully the
city will recognize the amount oflocal
fan support and continue to book big
matches here."

RED CROSS CALLS FOR DONATIONS
TO HELP STORM VICTIMS

^Delta

In addition to mobilizing disaster aid for victims of Hurricane Katrina, the American Red Cross is sending blood to hospi
tals in storm-affected areas, which is increasing the need for blood donations in this region. A major effort is underway to
urge eligible blood donors to give blood now and over the Labor Day weekend when special drives will be held at donor
centers and metro-area malls.
"Donations of both blood and money are needed to help the enormous numbers affected by this terrible disaster. Even
before Katrina hit, thousands of patients were in hospitals in the storm's path and these hospitals continue to need blood.
We are working to keep blood and platelets in emergency rooms, but donations have been low all summer and we need
help keeping up with the demand," said Randy Edwards, chief executive officer of American Red Cross Blood Services,
Southern Region.
Wednesday, September 14
10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
In the Red Cross Bloodmobile (Memorial College Center Annex)
Delta Air Lines is encouraging blood and platelet donations by raffling four roundtrip domestic tickets for those who
come to donate between September 1st and 9th. Also, FREE PIZZA!
Currently all blood types are needed and those with blood types O and B are especially needed. Donors must be
age 17 or older and weigh at least 110 pounds. Because blood cells replace themselves, people can safely give
blood everv 56 days and platelets every two weeks, up to 24 times per year. For more information about blood
and nlatelet donation, please call 1-800-GIVE LIFE or visit WWW.GIVEBLOODREDCROSS.ORG. To donate
disaster funds, call 1-800 HELP NOW.

Arts and Entertainment

Michael Sullivan comes
toAASU

Michael Sullivan performs for AASU.

Velissa Robinson
StaffWriter

On Wednesday, August 31, 2005 at noon, CUB
sponsored live music in the MCCCafeteria. The
performer turned out to be a brilliant artist
named Mike Sullivan. Mike grew up in Chicago,
IL. At the ageof five his mother taught him how to
play the piano and his father taught him how to
sing. Like many others, he came to Hollywoodto
make his mark. Now that he's established, he has
returned to his hometown of Chicago. Mike and
his band are steadily making their way around
the country, gaining more and more fans with
each breathtaking performance.
Mike, whose triple threats include guitar play
ing, songwriting, and singing; tookthe stage right
in the middle Armstrong's lunch hour. I looked
at him and wondered what made him different
from other musicians. The answer couldn't be
found just by staring at him. Maybe I was star
ing a little too hard, because he caught my eyes
with his own humble pair. Not many performers
can fascinate and captivate an audience with just
a guitar and their voice the way Mike Sullivan

Armstrong
piano majors set
up "Camp"

did.
The caf
eteria was
crowded.
Students and
teachers alike
were buzzing
around try
ing to find
something Michael Sullivan signs auto
to eat, or
graphs to AASU fans.
somewhere
to sit. Mike opened up with energetic chords
from his guitar and it seemed not even to stir
the crowd. I looked at him and he didn't seem
to be stirred by everyone's divided attention. : Front Row, Left to Right: Heather Fall, Ji Sun Kim,Chris
Throughout his performance he talked to us as \ Gates, Ditrie Sanchez. Back Row, Left toRight: AdamWarhe would to a small cafe of a ttentive listeners. I r en, Jonathen Brazell, Aaron Garner
His stories of love and politics never fell on deaf
ears though. When I looked closely, students | Ditrie Sanchez
were bobbing their heads or patting their feet | StaffWriter
to the music. I found myself waving my head
On Fri., Aug. 26, 2005, AASU piano majors
from side to side along with them. The sound
j gathered in the Faculty Lounge to bond, reflect
was easy but energetic. Even with as much as
the crowd was enjoying the music, I knew Mike | on the meaning of music in their lives and view
was enjoying it more. He seemed mellow while |videotaped performances of legendary pianists,
f Last w eek, flyers informed students "Piano Camp
introducing his songs in his green T-shirt and f is coming!" Piano Cam p is the brainchild of Dr.
white pants. It was only when he began to play Kevin Hampton, the head of th e piano departhis guitar, he patted his sandaled foot and moved ; m ent at Armstrong Atlantic State University,
his whole body to the music. I loved the way he j T he group began the camp with a discussion of
got into his own music, as ifit were a secret place ) severa l quotations from Nadia Boulanger, Helhe could let go and be himself. Mike played a j len Keller, Leo Tolstoy and others. Each student
variety of cover songs as well as original. One j selected one pieceto workon during theextent of
of his songs, "Behind your eyes" captivated the | the camp, with the goal of having the piece ready
audience. He wrote this song aboutthe beauty by noon the final day. The sessions continued at
of a woman. He is mesmerized with the physical } 9 a.m. on Saturday morning until the noon rej cita l. The works performed ranged from Griffes
j to Debussy, Haydn to Diane Goolkasian Rahbee
) an d Chopin to Satie. The goalof the campwas to
| jumpstart the recital preparation process. Each
( mus ic student must sign up to performni at least
one Thursday 2:30 p.m. recital in the Fine Arts
Auditorium each semester. Additionally, several
upper level piano students are preparingfor ma
jor recitals in the spring.

Two lovebird dancing to the tunes.

beauty as well as the woman's mind. A serious
look crossed his face when he played and sung
"Imagine", by rock legend John Lennon, and I
imagined. I looked across the cafeteria and no
longer had to imagine. Armstrong was the place
people were living in peace (at least right now,
in the cafeteria). The vibe in the large space was
laid back, even comfortable. A couple even began
to slow dance to the last song. I caught Mike's
eye just as he was saying he wan
ted to treat "you
like a pill and overdose on you". Sounds like a
date to me!

2.)Fr°nt:Chris Gates, seated on bench: Heather Fall. Row
behind bench,Left toRight: DitrieSanchez, Ji Sun Kim, Adam
Warren Back Row, Left to Right: Dr. Kevin Hampton,Jonathon
Brazell, Aaron Garner Not includedin photo: Anita Wilson
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A calling
for all
Science Fiction /
Fantasy
I writers!!

town women, some of them (even bratty at times) by Samantha
regular Southern gentil Moon, was realistic. Moon captured
ity. They are lovable, though both the youthfulfolly and the hearty
their deep-fried wisdom and resolve of the tragic character.
sassy witticism are a little cli
But the play is not a sob story! A
che these days, a little dated. script with so many hilarious, zingMaybe the movie's saturation ers couldn't be too sad. The wealth
into Southern culture has of the jokes went to the dynamic
rendered the jokes a little too duo of Claree and Ouiser. Goodobvious. But nomatter, fans of natured and full of gossip, wealthy j Anto nio Burks
the movie and play will agree Claree does what she can to lighten : S taff Writer
that these women are realistic, the mood. Meagan Browerwas great
The AASU Sci-Fi / Fantasy Club
if a little... rustic.
in this role, giving knowing looks
What anchored the play, that expressed so much and getting | isproud to bring to the campus an
and to a greater extent, the lots of laughs. The chemistry be | open forum for writers of Science
east, was the bond that exists tween the actress and Cheryl Tech, | Fiction / Fantasy and all genres.
between women. Call it
who played Ouiser, was excellent. | The Sci-Fi / Fantasy Club is creating
love, camaraderie, whatever, Tech's version of Ouiser was a good I a student driven magazine that will
these ladies would do any balance of the hard and soft sides of j feature stories and poetry for all
| students. At first glance the averthing for each other. Truvy, the character.
played with great
The ensemble was strong. The [ age student willsay that our campus
energy by Melissa McNaugh- dialogue was quick and snappy. j already ha s such, and there is little
Katherine Alt
ton, epitomizes this feeling with There were absolutely no lags or | need for another such publication,
Staff Writer
her "strict policy that no one cries boring spots, though sometimes j Not tru e. There are never enough
alone" in her presence. She and the lines were a little too rehearsed, j venues to let writers express themj selves. With only one publication
For its first production of the se flighty, pious Annelle (Erin Solo too rushed. Other places, like | that comes out but once a year, the
McCreary's breakdown scene, were
mester, the AASU Masquers chose a mons) set the friendly mood in the
pitch-perfect. Beginning to end, the j amount of published work is treshop.
Solomons'
eager-to-please
familiar story. The funny and sweet
. play had a nice,even pace and really I mendously limited due to available
"Steel M agnolias" can be counted spaz made a good transition from
captured the pain of human drama j space. The Sci-Fi / Fantasy Club
on for a smile. The play, which had outsider to being one of the gals.
s to j collection will be published three
The heart of the drama is the bond and how great it is to have friend
its first run earlier in the summer,
between M'Lynn and her daughter help cope. "Steel Magnolias" was a \ times a year giving students a far
returned for an encore at Jenkins
|greater chance to see their work in
Shelby. As the audience watched in real crowd-pleaser, and an awesome | print. Also, fellow students will
Theater September 1-3.
on Shelby's wedding day and her first outing forthe highly anticipated j critique the publication; therefore,
The story of "Steel Magnolias" is
difficult pregnancy, Bess McCreary 2005 - 2006 Masquers season.
j instead of submitting an article
well known, due in large part to the
had
a
j and receiving either an approval
1989 film version. With high-profile
chance to
|
or dismissal, writers will be able
casting and clever, cute dialogue^ it
shine as
j to have actual feedback from their
was one of t hose movies everyone
the steely
j peers, thus enhancing their writand their mama has seen. For those
M'Lynn,
|
ing skills. Students will choose
readers who maybe male or perhaps
who wants
j
all articles to be published with
from another country, it is a senti
the best
I
the
aid of Dr. Jamison, who has
mental story of six Southern women
for her
j expressed interest in this venture
and the companionship they find in
daughter.
j and has volunteered to help edit the
a beauty shop. The tag line is "the
The rela
I
publications. When Dr. Jamison
funniest movie ever to make you
tionship
j asked about such a student driven
cry."
between
) publication she commented," It isa
Director Pamela Zears and her cast
j wonderful idea, to allowstudents a
M'Lynn
take that promise to the stage. With
j free reign on their creative output."
and her
just six actresses and one set, the
j AASU needs such a magazine to
daughter
focus was on emotion, not spectacle.
I allow students not only to publish
S h elby ,
And boy, did the girls deliver. The
i what may not be politicallycorrect,
played a
characters, Truvy, M'Lynn, Shelby,
j but what is artistic and cutting e
dge,
little highClaree, Annelle, and foul old Ouiser s t r u n g
j The Sci-Fi/ Fantasy Club magazine
are well-written. These are'small
I will fill in this void in writing that
j A ASU now has.
The AASU Sci-Fi / Fantasy Club
| Magazine will not be limited to just
•Spaghetti is the favorite pasta shape, with 38 percent favoring it over j fictional writing, the purpose of this
other pasta shapes. The second favorite shape is elbow macaroni. I magazine will be to open doors for
| students and become theSundance
at 16 percent.
. ., . .
j Channel or IFC to student writers,
-The color of the blood of an octopus is bluish-green.
-It takes a lobster approximately seven years to grow to be one j The Sci-Fi Clubwill collect and crij tique d submissions until October
after which the articles will
^Napoleon, the famous French general, was not bom in Fra nce. ij 12th,
be voted on and published. If you
He was bom on the Mediterranean island of Corsica of Italian i are interested in submitting an article for submission please email:
-Theaverage rainfall around the world is 40 inches per year.
| RogueGothics@aol.com for more
-A garter snake can give birth to 85 babies.
I information.

and Useless Facts for your Entertainmentand pleasure
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At the Movies
Amy Covington

Arts and Entertainment Editor
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The Youth and
Beauty Brigade:

Oldie But
Goodie

On Savannah Drivers

" That was the summer of 1963,
when everybody called me 'Baby',"
said the heroine in the opening Kevin Daiss
scene of the 1987 classic, "Dirty
Dancing". Jennifer Grey, who plays Columnist
Baby Houseman, and her family are
I am so sorry to have inconve
on vacation for three weeks at Kellerman's Resort. During Baby's three nienced you, motorist behind me. I
weeks, she must confront the issues really am. I'm so so sorry that I have
of abortion, lying, stealing and going troubled you on this fine afternoon.
against her father, who is played by Please sir, could you find it in your
Jerry Orbach.
I heart of hearts to forgive me for not
Also during her stay, she will learn j slamming onto the gas pedal like
to dance with and willfall inlove with j Mario Andretti the very moment
Johnny Castle, a handsome dance
traffic light turned green? I in
instructor and the lead male role, ) no
meant t0 make
wait for
played by PatrickSwayze. Through- j an additional Q4 seconds while l

1

"Brother's Grimm" is an action
adventure packed with supernatu
ral phenomenon. It is set in the late
18th century in France. Matt Damon
and Heath Ledger play the Grimm
Brothers. They make their living
as demon slayers. Ironically, there
aren't really spooks and ghosts.
They fabricate them, and travel from
town to town as the ghostbusters of
the 18th century. They pretend to
fight and zap the demons, and be
come the heroes of the towns. The
French monarchy suspects that they
might be con men and arrest them.
An evil curse is crossing the land.
Young maidens are disappearing
throughout the countryside. The
boys are not qualified to fight this
evil, but when they are put in a tor
ture chamber by word of the King,
they soon become "qualified" and
are obliged to fulfill their duty as
demon slayers. The brothers go on
their quest to solve the hellish evil,
and discover the truth of the fairy
tales and find themselves a long the
way.
"Brother's Grimm" is about
i.75hrs long and is Rated PG-13

and dance partner, played by Cyn- , .
. , ,.
, ,
r
thia Rhodes, who gets pregnant and |incessant honking and shouting of
has to figure out a way to get off
work : colorful phrases brought me back
the one night the illegal abortionist I down to earth. I need to not only
is in town. The solution is for Baby be apologizing, but also groveling
to train quickly to look and dance at your feet for forgiveness because
like Penny. The show pumps you up 11 am certain that if not for your
at the end, with the end of fthe year j thoughtful use of profanity I would
I have bee n in a trance-like state of igtalent show at
j nora nce for quite some time—possiKellerman's
Resort. The
| bly even forever. O, how couldst I not
staff mem
| be in eternal reparation to thee?!?
bers
and
j How ?! I beseech thee!
guests per
Of course, you are obviously THE
form songs,
I MOST IMPORTANT PERSON IN
skits
and
f TH E WORLD...EVER ™. In my
last but not
! own selfish ways, I have put you in
least, dances.
J a state of extreme frustration; as eviSwayze comes
j denced by your vociferous repetition
to the rescue,
j of the phrase, "Hey $!*&#, why don
't
"Nobody puts
j you just !#$* and #!$% you stupid
Baby in the
) $#%@! #$$%# little ##@$%" I
corner," and
relieves Baby of her boredom, as j understood most of the words you
she's sitting watching her sister i sh outed, and m general got the gist
perform. They march up to the |ofwhatyouweretiymgtosaytome
stage and Swayze says, "I always i and your current disposition towards
get the last dance of the season," j
however, I am still confused by
and the rest is left for you to see for I si§n language. I am fairly certain
yourself.
j th at the particular finger you held
j up does not mean anything in stan"Dirty Dancing" is about 1.5hrs long i da rd sign language. I am looking for
and is rated PG-13.
1 possibilities as to what you meant to

convey to me. Currently, I am under
the impression that you meant to say
that I am "number one." In thiscase
I must humbly assure you that Iam
not, as you say, "number one,"but a
mere mouse next to many greatmen
and women. I still thank you for you
compliment, though. Truly, you are
a great person for turning the other
cheek and complimenting me just
after I had apparently upset you so
very much.
I'd be willing to bet that you're a
very important doctor on the way
to the hospital to save someone's
life. I know it seems unlikely that
a rich, powerful surgeon like you
would drive an old, exhaust-spew
ing, clunking '76 Dodge Colt, b ut
I'm sure there is a rational expla
nation. For instance, you probably
donated your shiny new Mercedes
to a homeless man. Gee-Whiz™,
now I feel even worse about hold
ing you up for that extra .04 sec
onds. I'm sure that, because of me,
a patient died. I can just imagine
the gruesome hospital scene:
Nurse 1: Where's the doctor?!
Nurse 2:1 don't know.
Nurse 1: I hope some moron didn't
keep him stuck in trafficby not floor
ing it as soon as the light changed.
Nurse 2: Me too. That would be
awful.
Shortly after this conversation
(that lasted the .04 seconds I took
from you), the patient passed on.
Please forgive me. I ask you to send
the hordes of hate mail you will un
doubtedly receive to me at my home
address (248 Sheik Yerbuti Blvd.)
I can no longer tolerate the pain
caused by my own rampant unawareness of the current trafficsitu
ation. To unsure that I do not slight
any other motorist in the future by
robbing him or her of the most valu
able .04 seconds in their life I have
decided to have my car impounded
and melted down to scrap metal.
Please don't try to convince me oth
erwise, for I have already madefop
my mind. In fact, the car is already
being torn to shreds for anything sal
vageable. This way, I can assure no
harm comes to anyone else by way
of my own lack of a lead foot. I am
extraordinarily remorseful for hav
ing altered" the course of the world
and possibly sending the universe
into an unalterable tailspin into the
third or fourth parallel dimensions.
The only way I can mark some pen
ance for my unforgivable sin is to
not wince at the sores and blisters
covering my feet from walking the
twenty miles to work that I would
normally have driven. Please for
give me, dear motorist behind me,
for causing you such unbearable
heartache by not blasting through
the intersection at light speed™.

Arts and Entertainment
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AASU Artist's corner
Decade
My ex boyfriend from ten years ago...
Imagine ten years, a decade, of knowing a person.
He has taken to telling me he loves me, as if he'd never stopped.
I sometimes wonder if his girlfriend is in the room when he says this because his voice
drops lightly, and he always begins it with "Well..." the sound of evil demons driving a
man to say something he means but knows he shouldn't say.
When he says his Well... I love you," my heart races and my stomach clenches in all the
right areas, as if I am simultaneously needing to pee and having an orgasm. Sometimes,
this feeling is so big it spreads, and my eyes bulge, and my toes curl. My heart always
hurts.
This feeling always makes me imagine my heart as a little person living in my chest, a
person of indeterminate sex. This little person is carrying a knife and stabs at its own little
heart as soon as the neurons pass along that first syllable, that "well."

rainbowed skin
each color, a hue
of your very self
a tone of that light
which never seems to dima glowing smile
to nide the pain
a faithful trust
clean and child-like
a sinister grin
to sink your teeth- Into
-ditrie

With "I," the knife slices wee chunks from the center of the little person, trying to dig for
that all important nugget of muscles that is so caught up in the war of love and physicality.
My outer heart, the little person, tries to reject the first stab, tightening its little body.
With " love," the tip of the knife slides effortlessly through the tiny sternum, the little
person defeated, body loose and accepting. It digs-the knife around my brittle inner heart
that it tries so hard to hide from everyone. It doesn't pierce the heart; it wants the small
lump whole.
With "you," the little person extracts the little heart to examine. It sees the scars from
the other times it has heard things it wants so dreadfully to believe, but knows are not
true. Many are "I love you scars," but there are an equal amount of "I'll never leave you
scars."
Occasionally it sees the deep scars, the "I'll never lie to you scars." The little person sighs
everytime it sees those beauties, remembering how long the old wounds took to heal. Once
my outer heart found an unhealed wound, the failed marriage wound.

**The short stories that force poetry to act like teenage
'

So, I'm sorry?
...plagiarized lines...

Repeat

While my ex boyfriend from a decade ago sits silently, waiting for the reciprocal "I love
you, too," the little person replaces my inner heart. Every "Well ... I love you" creates
a nick in my inner heart, but it heals quickly, like a small scratch, sometimes in a matter
of minutes.

Slowly singing already burnt black edges
Pushing the envelope... your buttons... clean lines
What goes up doesn't always come down
But, this tunc...
I dare you to fall fallow...
Repeat

Sometimes my outer heart, the little person, sends messages to my mouth, moving it to
ward the reciprocating "I love you, too." If the little person notices the deep scars, it just
sends a "me too," the phrase that denotes that I love myself, though no one really thinks
of it that w ay.

I have never felt so old
My eyes have never been so blue
My hands have never been so cold
My skin has never been so pale
I have never been so damn skinny...

The time the little person saw the unhealed wound, it bypassed my mouth and went for
my arm. It hung up the phone, no good bye and no closure. It sent more messages, some
to my eye s, most to my inner heart, cradling it, wrapping it in a protective shell, trying
to heal that wound.
Karen Harrell

I know in the end I shall reap what I've sown
A sad thought to sow salty tears.. .a wastedeffort
Promises are hard when the harvest is long off
And, ..f
So scared that these shallow words will fail
So I will fail for them
Repeat
End
John Stockel

Do you write poetry?

Think you can do better?

Now's your chance!
Well here's your chance. We are currently
tookitiq for AASU students who would like to
publish their poetry in the Inkwell.

Everyone has a talent, what is rare is the courage to follow
the talent to the place where It leads,
- Erica Jong

thought of the week...
An artist is someone who produces
things that people don't need to
have but that he - for some reason
- thinks it would be a good idea to
give them.
Andy Warhol

Editorials

io

Letter to the Editor Better parking, Ha!
Rant: What did you do on August
31?

So, the newscame inon Wednesday
afternoon from one of my fellow IT
students that citizens were feeding
the hype andfilling up their tanks at
the local Abercorn gas stations near
campus. Building the frenzy even
more, fists where said to be thrown
by consumers fighting for the last
drop of gasoline as cars where lined
up and filling into the always flow
ing Abercorn extension. At first, I
thought of the writers of the film
"Mad Max", I think it was the third
of the trilogy,and how accurate their
fictional story has turned into reality.
Then, I realized that people where
just being themselves and thinking
worst-case scenario as always. My
question: how many of you students
flooded the stations and added to
this public debacle? I do not know
the statistics, but Iknow afew of our
students fill up regularly at those
Abercorn pump stations beforetheir
commute weston state road 204 and
south on Interstate 95. I just hope
that as the fists flew the sign of the
compass and the characters AASU
were nowhere to be seen. Come on,
student body. First, enrolling in this

academic institution demonstrates
intelligence as it displays you care
and control your future. Second,
university learning prepares us for
resourcefulness. As I get upset at
looking at the south side Enmark's
gas price - $3.17 this morning, who
knows what the evening will bring
- I applied my university training
and worked out a rideshare with a
downtown-neighboring student. It
took time and effort to workout a
comfortable driving schedule, but
the proper preparation of b eing at
the right place with the skills iswhat
the university prepares us all to do.
It has cut half of my expenses driv
ing to school and paid for this hour
of venting on this article, hopefully.
I know there are plenty of students
in our enrollment of 6,000 plus,who
live near each other and can say the
word "Carpool." Of course, carpooling is an alternative resource that
takes time and effort to finalize, but
that is one of the skills we come to
learn at school anyway. We might as
well apply today to lead tomorrow.
Your wallet will thank you later.

Amy Covington
Arts and Enterainment Editor

Even with the new parking lots
that were built, AASU still has
overcrowded parking lots, creat
ing a hard time when it comes to
parking. Why is it that the teachers
get the parking spaces right next to
the buildings? The teachers are as
signed to one room and one office,
which are essentially both in the
same building. Why can't they park
in the other parking lots and leave
the spaces next to the buildings for
the students? After all we are the
ones that continuously go from one
class to another, most of the time on
opposite sides of the campus. We
are the ones who pay the tuition to
come here. We shouldn't have to
| park a mile a way just to go to class.
Why can't it be like restaurants?
All of there employees park in the
back. They wouldn't dare make

their paying customers park in the
back. Instead they get FRONTAL
PARKING! If students aren't ever
going to be allowed front row park
ing, then at least make it first come
first serve. Because in reality, most
of the spots willstill go to the faculty;
but for those of us who get to class
15 minutes early, why not get the
opportunity to park close.
Another concern of mine is for my
fellow student workers on campus.
Technically, aren't we considered
part of the staff? If not, why? Wh y
can't we park in the faculty/staff
parking spaces without getting tick
eted? A large number of workers on
campus are students. The Inkwell is
student run; we have student work
ers in the library, bookstore, gym,
maintenance, etc. We work just as
hard as all the other faculty/staff,
and we don't get the credit we de
serve or any ofthe perks. I think it's
about time that we do.

Mikell Carson
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•Tho opinions expressed bv the students of AASl
may not he the opinions of Hie staff of The Inkwell
or the administration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments from
readers provided that thev are clearly written 01
typed. All submissions must be signed with a tele
phone number and SS\ included for verification
purposes. Names will be w ithheld upon request.

editorial staff.
publication. The Inkwell will attempt to return

Daily Perk
We Proudly Brew
STARBUCKS COFHT

Please bring school schedule
when applying See Jim
Thompson at the cafetej
ofr.c?

EXPRESS YOUR OPINION WITH A LETTER TO
THE EDITOR!
E-mail the Inkwell editor at
Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu.

Opinions
3 Tunes From (Tunes
Tune in to what the Army National
Guard has to offer: 100% Tuition
Assistance, $20,000 Student Loan
Repayment,and up to $10,000
Enlistment Bonus. It's called serving
your community part-time while
getting full-time benefits. Visit
1-800-GO-GUARD.COM/MUSIC
today and get 3 tunes
from iTunes!

VISIT: wyW.1-80Q-G0-GUARD.C0M/MUSiC
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Hurricane Katrina
is a blessing

Megan Leggett
Columnist

Last week, Hurricane Katrina
devastated large parts of Louisi
ana, Alabama and Mississippi; the
storm caused deadly tornadoes in
several other states. Scientists say
that more storms of that caliber are
likely to form due to globalwarming.
While Patrick Galois, a researcher at
Meteo-France, says, "[...] one can't
say with certainty that [the increase
in Atlantic hurricanes is linked]
to global warming" and suggests
that the number and magnitude of
storms that we are currently expe
riencing is simply part of a pattern.
The general consensus among scien
tists is that global warming may not
increase the number of h urricanes
that form, but it will aggrandize the
aggressiveness of them.
The evidence clearly points toward
global warming as a factor in strong
hurricanes. The ferocity of a storm
has much to do with the difference
between the surface temperature of
the water and the temperature of
the air; the greater the difference

is, the more violent the storm will
be. Water temperature also affects
the amount of rain associated with
a hurricane, which is usually one of
the most destructive aspects of the
storm.
I hope that we do not experience
any more ofthese devastating hurri
canes; even so, being able to witness
the mass hysteria that has ensued
after the virtual destruction of New
Orleans and other parishes in Loui
siana is, in my opinion, a blessing.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportu
nity—it is unlikely that I (or any of
you) will ever again see a natural di
saster as catastrophic as Hurricane
Katrina. The combination of chaos,
melancholy, excitement and intrigue
that hasfollowed this storm is amaz
ing; I must admit, however,that very
few individuals are excited and not
too many more are intrigued. Re
gardless, Katrina's aftermath has
presented the United States and
the world with an unforgettable
memory, a learning opportunity,
and a reminder that Mother Nature
is not a conquerable force.

Entertainment for
the impoverished

Erin Christian
Columnist

Classifieds
Original Unique Gifts As Low as 99 cents! Fantasy/Sci-Fi
and Ninja Art Posters, Art Wear: Rapper Flats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses. .harrington-Artwerks.com.
Learn to play drums from experienced percussionist! Call Teresa at
912.429.5523 for more information.
www

Kitten to good home: All first shots and vet visits are covered. In
good health and about 5 weeks old. Calico female and already httere
trained. EmailScottGilreathatgilrease@mail.armstrong.edu for more
information.

If you're a fanof folk music, or even
simply liked the movie "A Mighty
Wind," you may want to consider
the Indie film playing Sat. Sept. 10,
2005 at 8 p.m. at The Sen
tient Bean
on 13 E. Park Street downtown.
The film is titled "American Folk"
and it features appearances by such
folk musicians as "Spider" John
Koerner, Roy Book Binder, Richie
Havens and the Hackensaw Boys.
Savannahunderground.com de
scribes it as "a handmade film" that
"brings the folk process to bear on
the documentary style, and takeslib
erty to express a Beat perspective."
"Spider" John Koerner is a tradi
tional American folk and country
blues musician, rhythmic guitarist,
song-crafter, singer and humorist.
He was an early influence on Bob
Dylan
Roy Book Binder learned to play
the blues from Rev. Gary Davis,
Pink Anderson and other legendary
bluesmen. He specializes inhis own
unique brand of " hillbilly country
blues" and has played with such
artists as B.B. King, Bonnie Raitt,
Ray Charles and Doc Watson. He
is listed in the BluesWho's Who, ap
pears regularly onTNN's "Nashville
Now" and has received five-star rat
ings from Billboard for his Rounder

Recordings.
Richie Havens first emerged from
the Greenwich Village folk scene in
the early 1960s to go on to perform
for the Clinton Presidential Inaugu
ration in 1993 and the 30th Wood
stock Anniversary celebration, "A
Day In The Garden," in 1999. He's
performed both on "The Ed Sullivan
Show" and "The Tonight Show,"
starring Johnny Carson. He was
the only other person, besides Barbra Streisand, to be booked back-toback nights in "TheTonight Show's"
long history.
Finally, we come tothe Hackensaw
Boys. The newest to the performing
scene, the Boys first started playing
on thestreets ofCharlottesville, Virg.
in the autumn of 1999- In the past
four years, the Boys hav e been on
two Unlimited Sunshine Tours, two
tours with Modest Mouse,backed up
Charley Louvin on18 coast-to-coast
dates, opened the 2003 Bonnaroo
Festival, performed at the Telluride
Bluegrass Festival, The High Sierra
Music Festiva, and participated in
the Jam Cruise.
For an indie film with style, music,
and flair, drop byThe Sentient Bean
this experience the world of"Ameri
can Folk".
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Share your space, but live on your own.

All furnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart.

Storage

Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.

WAL-MART
ALWAYS LOW P R I C E S .

Walmart.com

eadership
I. ntegrtty
V.
xcellence
like a REAL leader!
With finest Speaker
Jonathan Sprfakles
Tuesday, September 13,4pm
OH156
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